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Prysm announces its Summer '17 software release-- featuring co-browsing functionality,
wireless screen sharing via Google Cast and a refreshed annotation experience.

  

Co-browsing (aka collaborative browsing) enables multiple users in disparate locations to
launch and interact with multiple browser sessions simultaneously. The group participation
function allows the owner of the browsing session to pass control of the session to other
participants, including controls of an authenticated application, so long the owner remains
logged into the Prysm project.

  

For enhanced security, when a presenter leaves a workplace or toggles off group participation
the content the co-browser is pointed to is no longer available to workspace participants.

  

Meanwhile wireless screen sharing gets an addition with Google Cast (the system previously
only supported Apple AirPlay). Users can enable their Google Chrome browser to share a
single Chrome browser tab or the entire desktop. Users can also share up to four wireless
devices simultaneously, within the same workspace, or switch between four wireless devices in
Prysm Go, in addition to wired sources.

      

The final addition is a refreshed annotation experience-- now with real-time smoothing, an
undo/redo function and quick erase stroke through a single tap.

  

“Collaboration has to be fluid and it cannot be tied to one ecosystem, environment, or feature,
as each employee has their own work style and application preferences. Our Summer ’17
software release is a testament to our commitment to encouraging more meaningful employee
engagement by creating new ways for content to be viewed and accessed, ultimately
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generating better business insights,” Prysm says. “Because of our unique offering, we recently
experienced our largest quarter of user acquisition. By providing enterprises with this flexible
approach, we are creating a collaboration experience that is vital to success.”

  

The Prysm Summer '17 release is available now for all Prysm hosted customers.

  

Go Prysm Summer '17 Software Release
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https://www.prysm.com/newsroom/news/co-browsing-announced/

